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The highly excited vibrational levels of HCP exhibit a regular energy level and intensity pattern
characteristic of 2:1 bend-CP stretch polyads. Stimulated by the experimental observation of
vibrational levels with rotational constants (B-values! 5%–10% larger than other observed levels,
Schinke and co-workers noticed that these large-B levels were characterized by atypical nodal
structures indicative of large amplitude motion along the minimum energy HCP↔CPH
isomerization path@J. Chem. Phys.107, 9818 ~1997!#. In this paper, we show that the transition
from ‘‘normal-mode-type’’ to ‘‘isomerization’’ vibrational states arises naturally out of a traditional
spectroscopic~algebraic! effective Hamiltonian polyad model. A global least squares fit, based on
this polyadHeff model, shows that all of the observed ‘‘isomerization’’ states belong to polyads and
that the eigenvectors of thisHeff model have the qualitatively distinct nodal structure first noticed by
Schinke and co-workers. The ‘‘isomerization’’ states are not indicative of a breakdown of the
polyad model; rather they are a natural consequence of this traditional spectroscopic model.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!03026-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last two years, experimental and theoretical st
ies on highly excited vibrational levels of small polyatom
molecules have progressed rapidly.1 In the high energy re-
gion, how to recognize a qualitative change in the chara
of vibrational levels, such as a transition from a normal- t
local-mode picture or the onset of bond rearrangement in
isomerization reaction, is one of the central issues in
field. In order to elucidate the spectroscopic signature
such dynamics in the high energy region, many theoret
studies have been carried out. These studies include
analysis of bifurcation/continuation diagrams of the perio
orbits in the classical phase space,2 a classification of the
phase space sphere,3 and inspection of wave functions ob
tained by solving the Schro¨dinger equation using a globa
potential energy surface~PES!.4 These are examples of su
cessful methods that document the change in the charact
the vibrational modes. In the case of theoretical stud
qualitative changes in structure and dynamics are easily
ognized by qualitative changes in the character of wave fu
tions. In the case of the HCN↔CNH isomerization system
for example, Bowman and co-workers calculated vibratio
energies and wave functions in the high energy region.5 They
reported that in addition to the HCN and CNH type stat
there appears another type of the vibrational state havin
delocalized wave function along the minimum ener

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
haruki@qclhp.chem.tohoku.ac.jp
4920021-9606/98/109(2)/492/12/$15.00
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isomerization path from HCN to CNH. One can readily ref
to such a vibrational state as a ‘‘transition state’’ of t
isomerization.

On the other hand, many spectroscopic techniques, s
as dispersed fluorescence~DF!, stimulated emission pumping
~SEP!, and so on, have been developed to obtain informa
about the highly excited vibrational levels. Since the wa
function itself is not an experimental observable, identific
tion of qualitative structure/dynamics changes in a spectr
is less obvious or direct than in a theoretical calculation.
general in spectroscopic studies, the first step is a determ
tion of the molecular constants, such as vibrational energ
rotational constants, and so on, so that the rotation-vibra
energies observed can be reproduced by these constan
the basis of a simple spectroscopic~algebraic! Hamiltonian
model. The spectroscopic or effective Hamiltonian,Heff, is
based on the harmonic terms and somespecificanharmonic
terms of the potential function. The eigenvalues ofHeff are
typically expressed in a Dunham expansion form. In ma
cases, although the energies and rotational constants o
brational levels in the high energy region can be reprodu
to measurement accuracy by adding higher order anhar
nicities and off-diagonal interactions among different vibr
tional modes, it seems difficult with such a flexiblead hoc
model to extract any of the qualitative changes in the dyna
ics or wave functions which are encoded in the spectra.

Recently, both experimental and theoretical investig

tions on highly excited vibrational levels of theX̃1S1 state
of HCP have progressed. Although HCP is a homolog
HCN, the linear CPH configuration corresponds to a sad
point rather than a local minimum of the PES.6–8 However,
il:
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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493J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 2, 8 July 1998 Ishikawa et al.
one can consider the HCP↔CPH system as a prototype o
isomerization, especially with respect to the profound cha
in the nature of the HC vs HP chemical bond. In order
investigate highly excited vibrational levels, DF and SE
spectroscopies are very powerful techniques. In princi
DF and SEP spectra provide the same information. Howe
the former provides a global picture whereas the latter p
vides more precise information. Thus, the complement
use of both the low resolution DF and high resolution S
techniques is quite valuable. The first study on the hig
excited vibrational levels of HCP was carried out by Le

mann and co-workers on theÃ1A9→X̃1S1 DF spectrum.6

They observed 94 vibrational levels having vibrational en

gies, EVIB , up to 16 917 cm21 in the X̃ state. All of the
levels observed were assigned as combination levels of
bend and CP-stretch modes. They found a surprisingly
monic behavior of a series of vibrational levels which th
ascribed to overtones of the bending mode. They also fi
the vibrational energies using a rigid bender model and
tained a good fit. Later, in order to elucidate the isomeri
tion of the HCP system, Field and co-workers investiga
the highly excited vibrational levels of HCP by SE
spectroscopy.9,10 They found abrupt changes of the rot
tional, B, and vibrational fine structure constants in the
cinity of vbend536. They claimed that these features are d
to a change in the resonance structure of the PES.10 They

also observedC̃1A8→X̃1S1 SEP spectra which sampled v
brational levels in the 18 300–18 800 and 22 500–23 2
cm21 energy regions. In the former case, bend-CP stre
polyads, (0,3022m,m) and (0,3822m,m), were clearly
observed. In the latter case, several levels were obse
having much largerB-values relative to that of the vibra
tional ground state. These large-B levels were considered t
be members of another bend-CP stretch polyad withvCH

Þ0. They considered that the origin of such largeB-values
was a 1vCH:3vbendCoriolis interaction and that the appea
ance of this type of resonance was indicative of a qualita
change in the vibrational structure.

An extensive theoretical study on this HCP↔CPH sys-
tem was carried out by Schinke and co-workers.8,11 They
analyzed bifurcation/continuation diagrams of classical P
and also obtained quantum mechanically all the vibratio
energy levels and wave functions up toEVIB523 000 cm21

from anab initio PES. They found that two distinct familie
of bending states exist in the higher energy region. One
these families is associated with vibrational levels where
wave function is confined to range of rather small bend
angles, that is, near linear ‘‘normal-mode-type’’ states.
the other hand, the wave functions of the other family, i
the large amplitude bending states, are closely related to
isomerization path from H-CP to CP-H. Therefore, the lat
type of bending states is referred to as ‘‘isomerization’’
SN states.8,12 Schinke and co-workers assigned the vib
tional quantum numbers of each level by the number
locations of the nodes of its wave function. In addition, f
each ‘‘isomerization’’ level that appears, a correspond
member of the bend-CP stretch polyad was found to be m
ing. Although the wave functions of the ‘‘isomerization
Downloaded 19 Nov 2008 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP
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levels are much different from those of the ‘‘normal-mod
type’’ ones, Schinke and co-workers formally assigned
‘‘isomerization’’ levels as members of bend-CP stret
polyads.11 However, it was not clear to Schinke and c
workers whether the ‘‘isomerization’’ levels were generat
from the polyads or symptomatic of the breakdown of
polyads.

In order to identify experimentally the ‘‘isomerization’
states and then to explain how they were generated, we h
carried out new DF and SEP experiments on this system
our previous Communication,13 we have briefly reported tha
the ‘‘isomerization’’ levels were experimentally identifie
based on the agreement with theoretical predictions of t
spectroscopic features, such as large rotational const
specific onset energy, and strong anharmonicity. Our pre
objective is to demonstrate whether the ‘‘isomerizatio
states can be generated from the bend-CP stretch po
structure derived from experimental observations. For t
purpose, we have carried out a global least-squares fit of
observed vibrational energies of the polyads on the basis
traditional spectroscopic Hamiltonian model. We have a
examined the eigenvectors obtained as a result of the di
nalization of the zero-order Hamiltonian matrix. This eige
vector analysis provides a very clear interpretation of
nature of the ‘‘isomerization’’ states and how these states
generated by the polyad model. In this paper, we repo
detailed description of the new DF and SEP spectra of
highly excited vibrational levels of HCP and an interpre
tion expressed in terms of the bend-CP polyads.

II. EXPERIMENT

Two dye lasers~Lumonics HD-500! were pumped by the
second or third harmonic of the output of a Nd:YAG las
~Continuum Powerlite 9010!. One of the outputs of the dye
lasers was frequency doubled by ab-BBO crystal and used
as the PUMP pulse. Depending on the necessary DU
transition frequency, the fundamental or frequency doub
output of the other dye laser was used as the DUMP pulse
order to avoid saturation effects, laser intensities were
duced to 50 and 300mJ for the PUMP and DUMP pulses
respectively. The time delay between two laser pulses
less than 10 ns. The PUMP laser pulse was divided into
portions by a beamsplitter and then introduced into two id
tical signal and reference fluorescence cells filled with ab
700 mTorr of HCP. The DUMP laser pulse was introduc
only to the signal cell. The fluorescence signals from th
two cells were differentially amplified, in order to compe
sate for the fluctuations of the PUMP laser pulse intens
To record the DF spectra, a 25 cm monochromator~Nikon
P250! was used. Typical resolution of the DF spectra was
nm.

HCP was synthesized by the method describ
elsewhere.9

III. BEND-CP STRETCH POLYAD

The equilibrium structure of theX̃1S1 electronic ground
state of HCP is linear. Thus, each vibrational level can
specified by using four quantum numbers as (v1,v2

l ,v3),
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 1. Dispersed fluorescence spectra of theC̃1A8→X̃1S1 transition of HCP. The intermediate levels used are indicated on the figure. Vibrational band
were investigated by SEP spectroscopy are also indicated.
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where v1, v2, v3, and l are the quantum numbers for C
stretch, degenerate bend, CP stretch, and vibrational ang
momentum, respectively. In the case of HCP, it is w
known that there is an anharmonic~Fermi! resonance be
tween the (v1 ,v2

l ,v3) and (v1 ,(v222)l ,v311) levels. Win-
newisser and co-workers analyzed this bend-CP stretch r
nance and obtained interaction energies between the z
order~unperturbed! levels,W, to be 11.905 and 16.340 cm21

for the (0,20,0)-(0,00,1) and (0,31,0)-(0,11,1) pairs,
respectively.14 This anharmonic resonance creates the pol
structure. Here, we define a polyad quantum number,P, as
P5v212v3. Then, the vibrational levels having the sameP
and l values interact with each other: (0,P,0)
↔(0,P22,1)↔(0,P24,2)↔¯↔(0,0,P/2). When the in-
teractions among the zero-order states in a polyad bec
sufficiently strong, labeling the vibrational levels byv2 and
v3 loses its meaning. Thus, hereafter, we will refer to t
zero-order basis states as (v1 ,v2 ,v3), while the eigenstates
are referred to as [v1 ,P,i # where i represents the energ
rank in each polyad and runs from 0~the highest! to P/2 ~the
lowest!. For instance, the highest energy member of
polyad withv150 andP5m is represented as@0,m,0#. This
bend-CP stretch polyad is the most fundamental vibratio
structure of the HCP system and plays the central role in
investigation of the generation of the ‘‘isomerization’’ lev
els, as described below.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. C̃1A 8˜X̃1S1 DF and SEP spectra of HCP

Figure 1 shows HCPC̃1A8→X̃1S1 DF spectra. Inter-
Downloaded 19 Nov 2008 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP
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mediate levels used are indicated in the figure. The absc
represents the internal energy in the electronic ground s
As can be seen, a long even-v2 progression was clearly rec
ognized in each spectrum. The selection rules for

C̃1A82X̃1S1 transition areDJ561 anduKa82 l u50, where
Ka8 is a projection of the total angular momentum,J, onto the
a-axis in the upper state. SinceKa850 levels are chosen fo
the intermediate states, only thel 50 levels, that is, even-v2

levels, can be observed in this study. Several weak ba
that appeared between the intense bands, can be assign
‘‘forbidden’’ transitions to thel 51 levels due to the axis
switching effect. As the internal energy increases, the sp
tral patterns become more complicated. For instance,

1~b! shows a DF spectrum whose intermediate is theC̃
~0,1,1! level. In a lower energy region,EVIB<10 000 cm21,
each band pattern is very regular. In the middle energy
gion, 10 000 cm21<EVIB<14 000 cm21, two kinds of
bands appear, sharper and broader ones. The sharpe
bands can be assigned as members of a continuation o
regular pattern from the lower energy region. In the high
energy region,EVIB>15 000 cm21, the band pattern be
comes very complicated. However, the even-v2 progression
can still be recognized even in the high energy region. N
that several bands, denoteda-e, have relatively large inten-
sities yet they seem not to be members of the even-v2 pro-
gression. In order to obtain more detailed information,
have recorded SEP spectra. The energy regions where
spectra were recorded are specified in Fig. 1 for each in
mediate state.

Figure 2 shows a typical SEP spectrum observed in
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. Stimulated emission pumping spectrum of HCP. The PUMP transition was theC̃1A8(0,3,0)←X̃1S1(0,0,0) P(2) line. Vibrational assignments ar
indicated on the figure.
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study. TheC̃(0,3,0)←X̃(0,00,0), the P~2! rotational line was
used as a PUMP transition. Since theC̃1A82X̃1S1 transi-
tion is of parallel type, onlyP and R rotational lines are
allowed. Eight vibronic bands are resolved in the SEP sp
trum, whereas they appear as a single broad band in the
spectrum, Fig. 1~a!. All of the vibrational levels sampled in
this spectrum are assigned as members of theP518 polyad.
We also observed additional SEP spectra which sampled

FIG. 3. Relative Franck-Condon intensity patterns of theC̃1A8(0,v2 ,v3)

→X̃1S1P518 polyad.
Downloaded 19 Nov 2008 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP
c-
F

he

same P518 polyad using other intermediate levels. A
shown Fig. 3, the Franck-Condon~FC! patterns are differen
from each other. The broad bands that appeared in the
spectra as mentioned above are well resolved in the S
spectra. Moreover,all levels that correspond toboth broad
and sharp bands in the DF spectra may be assigned as m
bers of a bend-CP stretch polyad, as described later.

The FC pattern conveys one useful form of informati
about the wave function. Assuming the case that only one
the zero-order states in each polyad is FC active in the e
tronic transition, the relative intensity distribution within th
polyad should be same for all the spectra recorded via

ferent intermediate levels. This is the case for theÃ2X̃ tran-
sition of acetylene.15 In that case, a complicated spectru
can be decomposed to each FC bright state component b
on the FC pattern. On the contrary, the FC patterns in
SEP spectra of HCP indicate that at least two zero-or
levels have nonzero FC intensities and that the observed
ferences in the relative intensity distribution are due to int
ference between the FC intensities. Thus, it seems difficu
obtain information about the wave function from the FC p
terns alone.

The vibrational term values and rotational constants
served in this study are listed in Table I. Note that t
B-values of the levels corresponding toa-e are much larger
than those obtained from the analysis of the vibrational l
els in the lower energy region. Based on the theoretical p
dictions by Schinke and co-workers, the ‘‘isomerization
levels have much largerB-values than that of the (0,00,0)
level. Since it had been predicted that the onset energy o
‘‘isomerization’’ levels occurs at 15 000 cm21, it seemed
significant to us that the onset energy of the large-B levels
observed in this study is found to be very close to this
ergy. Thus, we assigned these large-B levels as ‘‘isomeriza-
tion’’ levels. As will be described below, an eigenvect
analysis of the bend-CP stretch polyad also supports
assignment, based on qualitative changes in their wave fu
tions.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Molecular constants of highly excited vibrational levels of HCP observed in this study.

[v1 ,P,i # Gv
a Bv

b Dv
b Jobs.

c [v1 ,P,i # Gv
a Bv

b Dv
b Jobs.

c

@0,14,0# 9045.05 0.68 set A @0,26,3# 16063.93 0.66 set A
@0,14,1# 8976.96 0.65 set A @0,26,4# 15998.77 0.68 set A

@0,26,5# 15943.52 0.67 set A
@0,16,0# 10286.96 0.659 -25 set B @0,26,6# 15896.35 0.63 set A
@0,16,1# 10214.69 0.660 -2 set B @0,26,7# 15858.29 0.65 set A
@0,16,3# 10095.84 0.661 -19 set B @0,26,8# 15790.35 0.67 set A
@0,16,5# 10010.61 0.661 5 set B

@0,28,2# 17298.96 0.652 34 set C
@0,18,0# 11516.74 0.660 3 set B @0,28,4# 17151.59 0.650 32 set C
@0,18,1# 11440.73 0.660 13 set B @0,28,5# 17093.35 0.64 set A
@0,18,2# 11373.44 0.662 29 set B @0,28,6# 17043.93 0.64 set A
@0,18,3# 11314.89 652 -32 set B @0,28,13# 16412.60 0.710 31 set B bandd
@0,18,4# 11264.08 0.663 47 set B
@0,18,5# 11221.40 0.660 22 set B @0,30,15# 17172.40 0.721 -3 set C bande
@0,18,6# 11187.83 0.654 -17 set B
@0,18,7# 11161.20 0.664 -28 set B @0,34,1# 20811.19 0.65 set A

@0,34,2# 20707.71 0.64 set A
@0,20,0# 12734.71 0.662 30 set B @0,34,3# 20619.28 0.63 set A
@0,20,1# 12655.05 0.654 -22 set B @0,34,4# 20532.60 0.67 set A
@0,20,2# 12583.30 0.659 8 set B @0,34,5# 20470.87 0.65 set A
@0,20,3# 12520.44 0.655 -15 set B
@0,20,4# 12466.22 0.650 -50 set B unassigned vibrational levels
@0,20,5# 12420.18 0.653 -25 set B 13165.17 0.653 27 set C
@0,20,6# 12381.86 0.654 -1 set B 13505.47 0.668 22 set C
@0,20,7# 12355.83 0.654 -19 set B 15505.28 0.700 26 set C banc
@0,20,8# 12311.46 0.679 3 set B 17271.01 0.695 41 set C
@0,22,0# 13942.04 0.67 set A

@0,22,1# 13857.49 0.64 set A
@0,22,2# 13781.95 0.66 set A
@0,22,3# 13715.52 0.66 set A
@0,22,4# 13657.43 0.65 set A
@0,22,5# 13607.82 0.65 set A
@0,22,6# 13566.45 0.66 set A
@0,22,7# 13534.89 0.68 set A
@0,22,9# 13426.86 0.690 52 set C banda
@0,22,10# 13338.77 0.67 set A

@0,24,10# 14496.60 0.692 23 set C bandb

aValues ofGv were obtained as the term values ofJ50 levels whenJ50 levels were observed. In the case of data set D, the values ofGv were extrapolated
using the term values ofJ51 and 3 levels.

bIn the case of data sets B and C, the values ofBv andDv were obtained from the least squares fit using the equationT5Gv1BvJ(J11)2Dv@J(J11)#2.
Uncertainties for the values ofBv andDv are 0.017 and 0.000153 cm21 for set B, and 0.011 and 0.000084 cm21 for set C, respectively. In the case of se
A and D, the values ofBv were obtained asBv5@T(v,J52)2T(v,J50)#/6 andBv5@T(v,J53)2T(v,J51)#/10, respectively.

cRotational levels observed in each vibrational level were grouped into 4 sets as follows. set A:J50,2, set B:J50,2,4,6,8,10, set C:J50211, and set D:
J51,3.
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B. The global fit of all bend-CP stretch polyads

The next concern is how the ‘‘isomerization’’ levels a
prepared: are the ‘‘isomerization’’ levels generated by
polyad Heff or are they produced by a breakdown of t
polyad model. In order to investigate this matter, we ha
started with a global fit of all bend-CP stretch polyads.

The procedure for the global fit of the bend-CP stre
polyad structure of HCP is described here. Due to
bend-CP stretch Fermi resonance, vibrational term va
can be reproduced not by a simple Dunham expansion bu
a diagonalization of an effective Hamiltonian matrix. In ea
step of the nonlinear-least squares fit, a diagonalization
the zero-order vibrational Hamiltonian matrix was carri
out. In our treatment, interpolyad interactions were ignor
since those would correspond to a higher-order perturbat
Downloaded 19 Nov 2008 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Thus, the Hamiltonian matrix was block-diagonalized f
each polyad quantum number,P. The zero-order~unper-
turbed! vibrational energies, i.e., the diagonal matrix e
ments, are expressed using a Dunham expansion as

^v1 ,v2
l ,v3uHeffuv1 ,v2

l ,v3&5(
i

v i
0v i1(

i> j
xi j

0 v iv j

1 (
i> j >k

yi jk
0 v iv jvk1g22l

2,

~1!

while the off-diagonal matrix elements for each block are16
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE II. Observed and calculated vibrational term values. All the term values are in units of cm21. Values in parentheses areGv~obs!2Gv(calc). Values
only calculated and not observed are listed in square brackets.

i 2a 4a 6b 8b 10b 12b

0 1335.0~0.0! 2654.0~20.3! 3960.0~1.5! 5249.0~0.5! 6522.0~23.5! @7790.5#
1 1278.3~0.0! 2598.0~23.3! 3902.0~24.9! @5195.6# 6464.0~25.3! 7728.0~21.9!
2 2545.2~23.2! 3853.0~25.2! 5141.0~27.5! 6411.0~29.3! @7676.8#
3 3804.0~25.8! 5097.0~28.1! 6367.0~211.0! @7631.4#
4 @5062.3# 6328.0~212.9! @7593.7#
5 @6305.1# @7563.6#
6 @7537.3#

i 14 16 18 20 22 24

0 9045.0~1.2! 10287.0~1.3! 11516.7~0.6! 12734.7~20.3! 13942.0~20.1! @15137.3#
1 8977.0~21.5! 10214.7~20.8! 11440.7~20.3! 12655.0~0.0! 13857.5~0.2! @15047.8#
2 @8920.7# @10153.0# 11373.4~20.3! 12583.3~0.3! 13782.0~1.2! @14966.6#
3 @8870.7# 10095.8~22.3! 11314.9~0.6! 12520.4~1.3! 13715.5~3.0! @14894.2#
4 @8828.5# @10013.0# 11264.1~1.0! 12466.2~2.5! 13657.4~4.3! @14830.9#
5 @8794.6# 10010.6~22.3! 11221.4~0.7! 12420.2~2.5! 13607.8~4.2! @14778.3#
6 @8769.6# @9984.0# 11187.8~20.8! 12381.9~21.0! 13566.5~0.3! @14738.3#
7 @8755.5# @9964.5# 11161.2~22.6! 12355.8~2.9! 13534.9~3.6! @14698.5#
8 @9937.0# @11129.0# 12311.5~20.2! @13484.2# @14945.7#
9 @11076.9# @12255.3# 13426.9~3.9! @14579.6#
10 @12182.1# 13338.8~27.6! 14496.6~22.5!
11 @13253.0# @14402.5#
12 @14288.9#

i 26 28 30c 32c 34 36c

0 16318.7~21.6! 17489.3~21.6! 18648.2~20.7! 19794.3~0.6! 20928.3~2.9! 22048.1~4.6!
1 16224.1~21.9! 17389.6~22.4! 18542.7~22.6! @19685.6# 20811.2~21.5! @21926.2#
2 @16140.5# 17299.0~23.0! 18448.9~22.0! @19586.9# 20707.7~22.1! @21819.1#
3 16063.9~0.1! @17221.3# 18366.6~0.3! @19498.4# 20619.3~1.9! @21722.9#
4 15998.8~1.9! 17151.6~0.8! 18292.3~0.1! @19420.9# 20532.6~24.0! @21638.9#
5 15943.5~2.2! 17093.3~1.0! @18231.2# @19357.4# 20470.9~0.2! @21570.7#
6 15896.4~22.3! 17043.9~23.1! @18183.0# @19306.4# @20416.6# @21513.5#
7 15858.3~4.3! @16997.6# @18128.7# @19247.2# @20352.5# @21444.4#
8 15790.4~25.5! @16934.0# @18059.9# @19173.0# @20273.1# @21359.7#
9 @15724.7# @16857.7# @17978.3# @19086.1# @20180.7# @21261.8#
10 @15639.7# @16768.0# @17883.7# @18986.3# @20075.6# @21151.2#
11 @15539.5# @16663.7# @17774.8# @18872.7# @19956.9# @21027.2#
12 @15422.8# @16543.4# @17650.6# @18744.0# @19823.5# @20888.8#
13 @15288.7# 16412.6~6.5! @17509.7# @18599.2# @19674.4# @20734.9#
14 @16251.1# @17351.4# @18437.3# @19508.4# @20564.5#
15 17172.4~22.5! @18257.3# @19324.7# @20376.8#
16 @18058.7# @19122.6# @20170.8#
17 @18901.3# @19945.9#
18 @19701.4#

aIR data; Ref. 14.
bDF data; Ref. 6.
cSEP data; Ref. 10.
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^v1 ,v2
l ,v3uHeffuv1 ,~v222! l ,v311&

5
1

2A2
H k2231l1S v11

1

2D1l2v21l3~v311!J
3A~v2

22 l 2!~v311!, ~2!

wherel i represents the interaction through the next to low
term kii 223qi

2q2
2q3 in the potential function. The resonanc

term, kii 223qi
2q2

2q3, has the same selection rules as the p
mary one,k223q2

2q3, among the quasidegenerate basis sta
In the present SEP experiment, only thel 50 levels were
observed. Moreover, there are no experimental observat
yet of highly excited vibrational levels withv1Þ0. Thus,
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hereafter we will concentrate on polyads withv150 and
l 50. In this analysis, the vibrational term values of 81 lev
of v150 andl 50 were used in the fit. The vibrational term
values used in the fit are listed in Table II. Vibrational a
signments were carried out as follows. In the case of
lower-P polyads, since the energy regions of each polyad
not overlap with each other, vibrational assignments of
levels observed were readily carried out. First, we perform
the least-squares fit using the term values of the loweP
levels. Then, term values for the higher-P polyads were es-
timated using the molecular constants obtained. Second
compared between the term values observed and those
mated for the next several higher-P polyads, and made the
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. Plot of the intrapolyad level spacings. The diagnostically signific
minimum in the adjacent level spacings first appears in theP516 polyad,
and its location matches the onset of ‘‘isomerization’’ levels as identifi
from both the nodal structure and the mode purity of the eigenvectors.

TABLE III. The fit parameters and their standard deviation,s, obtained in
the global fit of the bend-CP stretch polyad of HCP. All values are in uni
cm21. Values in parentheses are statistical error~1s!.

Parameter Observeda Calculatedb

v2
0 671.360~27! 635.82~13!

v3
0 1284.629~35! 1241.63~26!

x22
0 22.503~10! 1.093~15!

x23
0 22.953~40! 26.109~50!

x33
0 23.814~14! 24.762~56!

y222
0 20.02623~31! 20.11317~38!

y223
0 20.1132~15! 0.0434~17!

y233
0 20.1094~30! 0.1303~35!

y333
0 20.0526~10! 0.0124~30!

k2231l1/2 17.10~15! 15.39~19!
l2 20.484~12! 20.1070~91!
l3 0.2756~86! 0.1442~78!
s 6.19 3.35

aFit of all observed vibrational term values.
bFit of the vibrational term values calculated in the theoretical study~Ref.
11!.
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additional vibrational assignments. Third, we repeated
least squares fit of all previously and newly assigned vib
tional levels. We repeated the above iterative procedure
vibrational level assignments. Several levels observed in
study could not be assigned as members of a bend-CP st
polyad withv150. They might eventually be assignable
levels with v1Þ0 or levels withv150 which are acciden-
tally perturbed by the levels withv1Þ0. In addition to the
vibrational term values observed in this study, all term v
ues observed in the IR absorption,14 DF,6 and previous SEP
~Refs. 10 and 13! studies were included. Appropriate unce
tainties for each measurement were taken into account in
least-squares fit. Fit parameters obtained are listed in T
III. The calculated vibrational energies are also listed
Table II. The agreement between the observed and calcul
vibrational energies is satisfactory.

C. Intrapolyad level spacings

Kellman and co-workers analyzed the classical ph
space structures of bend-stretch~Fermi! resonance system
and showed that a ‘‘dip’’ or minimum in the intrapolya
level spacings corresponds to a qualitative change in
character of the vibrational levels.17 In Fig. 4, the intrapolyad
level spacings of HCPX̃1S1 were plotted, where the calcu
lated vibrational term values were used. It is clearly seen
a minimum in the intrapolyad level spacings first appe
aboveP516 in our analysis. Based on Kellman’s interpr
tation, the existence of a minimum in the intrapolyad lev
spacings is evidence for the existence of two distinct fami
of bending states: the ‘‘normal-mode-type’’ and th
‘‘isomerization’’ states. Moreover, we consider this featu
to be direct evidence for the generation of the ‘‘isomeriz
tion’’ levels by the bend-CP polyad model. In their theore
ical study, Schinke and co-workers have also found sim
minima in the intrapolyad level spacings.11

D. Eigenvector analysis of the bend-CP stretch
polyads

Since our treatment is entirely based on traditional sp
troscopic procedures, where a diagonalization of the ze
order Hamiltonian matrix is carried out for each value ofP,
the global fit provides us with eigenvectors as well as eig
values. In order to extract information about a qualitati
change in the character of the vibrational levels, we exa
ined the eigenvectors as described below. The wave func
of an eigenstate can be expressed as a linear combinatio
zero-order basis functions;u0,v2 ,v3&. Here, within each
polyad, the zero-order basis stateu0,v25P,0& corresponds
to a pure bend excitation level, whileu0,0,v35P/2& is a
pure CP stretch overtone level. As mentioned above, in
polyad interactions are ignored in our treatment, thus
wave function of thei th eigenstate in each polyad,C i

P , can
be expressed as

C i
P5(

n
an

i u0,P22n,n&. ~3!

Since the zero-order wave functions are strongly mixed
to the bend-CP stretch resonance, the bend and CP–st

t

d

f
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FIG. 5. Plot of the squared eigenvector components for several polyads, based on fits of the observed vibrational energies:~a! P512, ~b! P516, ~c!
P520, ~d! P524, and~e! P530. See text for details.
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quantum numbers are not useful to specify a vibratio
level, while the polyad quantum number,P, is still a good
quantum number. Therefore, hereafter, we will refer to
vibrational levels byP and i , wherei indicates just the en
ergy rank in each polyad.

The parameters in theHeff obtained by the global fit of
the bend-CP stretch polyad provide all the components of
eigenvector,an

i . An eigenvector component squared,uan
i u2,

corresponds to the weight of thenth zero-order wave func
tion in the i th eigenstate. Figure 5 exhibits the results of t
eigenvector analysis of the bend-CP polyad. In general,
Downloaded 19 Nov 2008 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP
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expected that zero-order wave functions in the polyad
mixed with each other in a complicated manner for ea
eigenstate in the high energy region. This is certainly t
even for the lower-P polyads@see Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#, in
which there is no zero-order basis state having a weigh
more than 0.5 for any eigenstate. AsP increases, the trend o
the mixing of the zero-order wave functions changes cha
ter drastically nearP520. The mixing patterns for the top
members of each polyad, fromi 50 to 10 or so, do not
change so much and are similar to each other. On the o
hand, the bottom member of theP520 polyad is composed
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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of only three zero-order basis states. And in this case,
weight of the pure bend overtone level,u0,20,0&, becomes
larger than 0.5. AsP increases, the bottom member of ea
polyad more closely approaches being a pure bend over
level, u0,P,0&. In the case of theP530 polyad, the bottom
member of this polyad becomes an almost pure bend o
tone level~97%!. Moreover, the next-to-bottom level also
very close to a pure zero-order state. The form of the w
function of the ‘‘isomerization’’ levels are shown to be ve
similar to those of the pure bend overtone levels of DC
where the bend-CP stretch interaction is shown to be v
weak, in the theoretical study by Schinke and co-worker11

An inspection of the wave functions provides us with
clear description of the qualitative change of the vibratio
character as mentioned above. Thus, we calcula
2D(q2 ,q3) wave functions of the members of the bend-C
stretch polyad, whereq2 and q3 represent the normal coor
dinates for the bend and the CP–stretch modes, respecti
In general, it is difficult to draw pictures of wave functions
terms of internal coordinates, such as bond length or ben
angle, from experimental observations. In the case of H
however, the transformation matrices for the diagonalizat
of the zero-order basis are known as a result of the globa
of the bend-CP stretch polyad. Therefore, if we knew
wave functions of the zero-order basis, we could obtain th
of the eigenstates. Strictly speaking, our zero-order b
states are not the Harmonic oscillator basis, because th
agonal energies contain some anharmonic terms. Howev
crude assumption was made here that the wave function

FIG. 6. Plot of the calculated wave functions of the zero-order basis s
for the P510 polyad.
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the zero-order basis are not significantly distorted from th
of the Harmonic oscillator basis. A wave function of th
zero-order basis,Fv2

l ,v3
(q2 ,q3), is represented as a direc

product of wave functions for the degenerate be
fv2 ,l(q2), and CP–stretch modes,fv3

(q3),

Fv2
l ,v3

~q2 ,q3!5fv2 ,l~q2!fv3
~q3!, ~4!

where

fv2 ,l~q2!5Nv2 ,u l u exp~2q2
2/2!q2

u l uL ~v21u l u!/2
u l u ~q2

2! ~5!

and

fv3
~q3!5Nv3

exp~2q3
2/2!Hv3

~q3!, ~6!

respectively.L andH are the associated Laguerre and H
mite polynomials, respectively. In Fig. 6, the wave functio
of the zero-order basis states for theP510 polyad are ex-
hibited, whereas those of the eigenstates are shown in Fi
The mixing of the two vibrational modes, the bend and t
CP–stretch, is well represented by the picture of the w
function of the@0,10,0# level. Figures 8, 9, and 10 show th
wave functions of the members of theP514, 16, and 20
polyads, respectively. The wave functions of the top f
members, withi 50–3 or 4, exhibit quite similar behavior
within each polyad. The only difference is the number
nodes. In the case ofP514, the wave functions are simila
to those of theP510 polyad. On the contrary, the wav
function for the bottom member of theP516 polyad, which
is the@0,16,8# level, suddenly exhibits a qualitatively differ
ent structure from the other members of this polyad. T

esFIG. 7. Plot of the calculated wave functions of the eigenstates of
P510 polyad.
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structure of the wave function of this@0,16,8# level is close
to that of a pure zero-order pure bend state. Thus, we
signed this@0,16,8# level as the lowest energy ‘‘isomeriza
tion’’ level. In the case of theP520 polyad, the bottom three
levels have wave functions similar to that of the@0,16,8#
level, that is the ‘‘isomerization’’ one. As described in Se
IV C, the intrapolyad level spacing plotalso indicated that
the lowest energy ‘‘isomerization’’ level is the@0,16,8#.
Thus, both of these two points of view, the intrapolyad le
spacings and inspection of the nodal structure of the w
functions, provide consistent interpretations. Although o
calculation of the wave functions is a very naive one, th
pictures of the wave functions clearly exhibit the qualitati
change of the vibrational structure that is predicted by
theoretical study!11

Finally, in order to further confirm that the qualitativ
change of the vibrational character found in our eigenvec
analysis corresponds to that predicted by the theore
study, we applied the same eigenvector analysis to the vi
tional energies obtained from the Schinke’s theoreti
calculation.18 The same Hamiltonian matrix model was use

FIG. 8. Plot of the calculated wave functions of the eigenstates of
P514 polyad.
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The values of fit parameters obtained are also listed in Ta
III. All of the vibrational level energies of the polyads wit
P52 to 30, except for the levels that are predicted to
perturbed byv1Þ0 levels, were used in the fit. The fit wa
satisfactory, and Fig. 11 shows the result. The qualitat
change of the mixing patterns in the zero-order basis se
the same as those obtained based on experimental obs
tions. This eigenvector analysis also confirmed that the lo
est energy or first ‘‘isomerization’’ level is the bottom one
the P526 polyad. This onset of ‘‘isomerization’’ levels
agrees well with Schinke’s theoretical prediction. Thus,
eigenvector analysis shows clearly that the ‘‘isomerizatio
levels are generated from the bend-CP stretch polyad and
definitely not symptomatic of a breakdown of the poly
structure.

E. Interaction with the CH stretch mode

In the case of the HAB↔ABH isomerization, the reac-
tion coordinate must be represented by a combination
tween the distance of H from the CP center of mass and
bending angle. Therefore, in order to completely describe

eFIG. 9. Plot of the calculated wave functions of the eigenstates of
P516 polyad.
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‘‘isomerization’’ of HCP, it is necessary to include in th
Heff an interaction between the CH stretch and the bend
modes. However, as shown in Fig. 12, one can see tha
CH bond length does not change significantly along the
energy region of the minimum energy isomerization pa
The CH bond length begins to change rapidly when the b
angle decreases to 70° and the energy is about 18 000 c21

above the minimum of the potential energy surface. T
indicates that the interaction between the CH stretch
bending modes only becomes significant at higher ene
than most of our SEP spectra. Thus, although our anal
has not yet taken such an interaction into account, the an
sis must be valid at least in the energy region
EVIB<15 000 cm21. In other words, the generation of th
‘‘isomerization’’ states of HCP is exclusively due to th
bend-CP stretch polyad. In their PO analysis, Schinke
co-workers reported that there are three saddle-node typ
furcations of the POs. The first bifurcation,@SN1#, corre-
sponds to the generation of the ‘‘isomerization’’ states t
we have analyzed here. The second bifurcation,@SN2#,
which emerges at 21 000 cm21 above the minimum of the

FIG. 10. Plot of the calculated wave functions of the eigenstates of
P520 polyad.
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potential well, might correspond to the onset of the intera
tion with CH stretch. In order to investigate the onset
interaction with CH stretch, new experiments on highly e
cited vibrational levels withv1Þ0 are being performed.

F. Comparison with the previous SEP study

In a previous analysis of the results of SEP spectra,10 we
performed a partial analysis of the bend-CP stretch polyad
the high energy region. At that time, there was an incons
tency between our analysis and Winnewisser’s analysi14

This inconsistency came from an inappropriate assumpt
about vibrational assignments within each polyad.
the former DF~Ref. 6! and SEP~Refs. 9 and 10! spectra,
the highest energy level in each polyad was assign
to be (0,P,0), the next level is (0,P22,1), and so on.
These assignments were based on the observation
a very smooth vibrational level spacing
DG2(v2)5G(0,v211,0)2G(0,v221,0) ~see Fig. 11 in Ref.
10!. In contrast, the highest energy level in the high-P
polyad is predictednot to be the pure bend overtone leve
(0,P,0), using the molecular constants obtained by Wi
newisser and co-workers.14 In the present study, however

e

FIG. 11. Plot of the squared eigenvector components for several poly
based on fits of the theoretical vibrational energies:~a! P516, ~b! P520,
~c! P524, ~d! P526, ~e! P528, and~f! P534.
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our new analysis of the bend-CP stretch polyad removed
inconsistency and revealed that the highest energy leve
polyad are not the (0,P,0) levels. The smooth change in th
vibrational level spacing, which led us to this inappropria
assignment, may come from the fact that all of the high
energy levels in the polyad have quite similar wave fun
tions. In their analysis of the Fermi interaction of HCP, Wi
newisser and co-workers treated the off-diagonal matrix
ment for the Fermi interaction as

^v1 ,v2
l ,v3uHeffuv1 ,~v222! l ,v311&

5
k223

2A2
A~v2

22 l 2!~v311!. ~7!

They obtained slightly different values ofk223, 16.8782 and
16.345 cm21, from deperturbations for the (0,20,0)-(0,00,1)
and the (0,31,0)-(0,11,1) pairs, respectively. Winnewisser
k223 corresponds to our k2231l1(v11 1

2)1l2v21l3

(v311). Although our global fit of the bend-CP stretc
polyad did not include thelÞ0 levels, the values corre
sponding to Winnewisser’sk223 for the (0,20,0)-(0,00,1) and
the (0,31,0)-(0,11,1) pairs are well reproduced to be 16.4
and 15.923 cm21, respectively. Thus, this supports the vali
ity of our global fit of the bend-CP stretch polyad.

V. CONCLUSION

We have carried out a global fit of the bend-CP stre
polyad of HCP using a traditional spectroscopic effect
Hamiltonian matrix model. The intrapolyad level spacin
and the eigenvector analysis indicate that a qualitatively n

FIG. 12. 2D potential surface of HCP. The CP bond distance was fixe
1.588 Å. The computer program cited as Ref. 10 in Ref. 8 was use
plotting this figure.
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class of ‘‘isomerization’’ levels is generated directly by th
bend-CP stretch polyad structure. Moreover, the eigenve
analysis reveals the change in the character of the vibrati
levels, as the polyad quantum number increases. Altho
this eigenvector analysis is a traditional method, it can b
powerful tool in investigating strongly coupled systems
high excitation energy. This is a very clear demonstrat
that one can extract information about the change in
character of the vibrational modes directly from theexperi-
mentallyobserved spectra.
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